List of Vocabulary Words

Following is a list of vocabulary words introduced in this workbook:

administration, credible, indigo, probability, service
afraid, delegate votes, indivisible, product, silt
allegiance, deposits, industrial, proposals, sources
analyze, doable, interpret, prosperous, spikes
anniversary, document, italics, protest, spoken
announcement, erode, joyous, publication, statistician
appetizers, erosion, justice, publisher, statistics
appropriately, eventually, labor leader, random, strikes
architect, Executive, leisure, re-election, submitted
beginnings, exposed, migrant, recited, successfully
benefits, expression, mouth/source, recording, superintendents
bibliography, extremely, nomination, registration, surveys
boycott, fertile, non-violent, reside, sworn in
channel, flair, opponent, residents, tackle
chemicals, forecast, perfection, salute, terrorism
colonial, generalizations, permanent, sculpted, thrill
colonists, graciously, pesticides, sculptor, undoubtedly
conclusions, hors d'oeuvres, philosophies, secondary, visible
cramped, immigrants, popular vote, secure, weathering
crane, impossible, primary, sediment, withdrew